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WELSH HAUC MEETING  

 Minutes of meeting held on the 25th March 2015 

Venue –  Mid Wales Fire & Rescue HQ – Llandrindod Wells  

www.whauc.com 

 

Present 

 

 

 

 

 

  
ID -   Ian David (Co-Chair) Bridgend CBC 
PW - Patsy Ward (Co-Chair) Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water 
MY - Michael Young (Joint Secretary) South Wales Trunk Road Agent/WG 
GB - Graham Bond (Joint Secretary) Wales & West Utilities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
SH -  Steve Hodges Caerphilly  
SD – Steve Daly Conwy 
PP - Phil Parry Ceredigion & Powys 
CC -  Cliff Cleaton Carmarthenshire  
MJ(M) - Mike Jones Monmouthshire  
AD - Alison Davies Rhondda Cynon Taf  
DH - Dean Howard Swansea 
GH - Gary Hughes Gwynedd 
AJ - Alan Jones Isle of Anglesey 
AG – Andy Griffiths Instarmac 
AF – Andy Fripp Virgin Media 
RE – Ross Edwards Virgin Media 
BB -  Ben Beachell Welsh Government 
GA - Graham Austin Openreach 
PD – Peter Driscoll Openreach 
MB -Margaret Burgess Network Rail 
SB - Samantha Brothwell Western Power Distribution 
HT – Hugh Thomas Western Power Distribution 
CN - Chris Nesbitt Cable & Wireless/Vodafone 
PJ – Phil Jones Dee Valley Water 
  
Apologies Received  
  
Andy Swift Openreach 
Ken Evans Vale of Glamorgan 
Adrian Hughes Mid & West Wales Fire 
Andrew Villars Torfaen CBC 
Andrea Capel SWTRA 
Marc Owen  Pembrokeshire  
Janelle Hotter  Newport 
Gary Thomas Neath Port Talbot  
Wayne Lee Merthyr  
Mike Jones  MMWTRA 
Alan Rainford Virgin Media 
Dave Patrick Openreach 
David Hesketh Wrexham 
Baz Lokat GeoPlace 
David Capon JAG Manager 
Darren Green Wrexham 
Paul Fairclough Wrexham 
Tina Davenport Denbighshire  
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Tristan Edwards Carillion 
Lee Connah Scottish Power 
Rhodri Jones CECA Wales 
Mandy Jordan Severn Trent Water 
  

No Response  
  
Jonathan Williams Yotta 
Ynyr Roberts Openreach 
Jonathan Willicombe Swansea 
Lloyd Jones Caerphilly 
Paul Gray Blaenau Gwent 
Sam Tulley Flintshire 
Michelle Thomas Cardiff  
Richard Gent Fisher German 
Jonathan Edgoose Mitras Composites 
Darren Williams Wrexham 
Freddie Jackson Fisher German 
Essel Hagen Network Rail 
Gemma Bishop Dwr Cymru Welsh Water 
Gerald Davies Swansea 
Robert Gravelle Gravelle Mobility 
Richard Broome Fisher German 
Matthew Hellen Scottish Power 
Paul Llewellyn WPD 
Phil Murphy Carillion 
Robert Gravelle Gravelle’s Mobility 
Stacey Williams Morgan Sindall 
Ross Edwards Virgin Media 
Matthew Gabriel Morgan Sindall 
Hilary Ryan Scottish Power 
John Gomershall Pitney Bowes 
Sam Parton Fisher German 
Michael McCalla Network Rail 
Oliver Jarvis Welsh Government 
Alastair Byers Network Rail 
Richard Morgan Welsh Government 
Phil Chatfield Welsh Government 
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1.0 Welcome and Introductions                                                      Wi-fi Log on password – V!5itO4rs 

ID Commented that a March meeting wasn’t the most appropriate time and suggest next year’s first 

meeting should be held in April to help improve attendance.  

Action 

2.0 Apologies -  22 received, 24 attended   

3.0 Health & Safety  

3.1 ID highlighted that the Welsh HAUC draft business case was put forward, H&S was included with the 

emphasis on pedestrian safety at sites.    
 

3.2 SD enquired whether anyone had any definitive advice for dealing with mobile cranes on the highway. 

PW had received some useful advice from her H&S advisors which she was willing to share. 

It was generally thought that if enforcement was necessary then the HSE should be involved. AJ 

gathered photographic evidence of the indiscretion and sent copies to HSE, police etc. ID thought early 

engagement and discussions about RAM’s, PL etc., prevention rather than cure. DH uses an ‘over sail’ 

licence to control such activities, DH to forward to secretariat for circulation to the group. 

PW commented that advice had been previously circulated regarding operatives working or emerging 

from chambers while gritting operations were in progress and the subsequent ‘spray’ of gritting 

material.   

 

PW 

 

MY/GB  

 

4.0 Training & Accreditation  

4.1 BB - DfT are currently amending their training and accreditation Statutory Instrument due to the 

requirement to remove specific training organisations from the regulations (conflicts with EU anti-

competition law). They have postponed further changes to their regulations for the time being. 

Scotland are similarly preparing a Statutory Instrument which brings the position in Scotland into line 

with the current position in England. Although Wales consulted on these changes, they were never 

progressed and Wales are relying on the original 1992 regulations. Given the changes required by the 

DfT, WG will likely have to draft a Statutory Instrument as the anti-competition law applies also applies 

to Wales. 

Additionally the SWQR have approached WG enquiring our position on accreditation and whether we 

wish to introduce re-accreditation as in England. Discussions around this are on-going and WHAUC 

setup a group to explore the issue of re-accreditation. RE asked if it was possible for other interested 

parties to join this group and suggested some of the major players in the industry. BB agreed that once 

it reaches consultation state then we would be looking for more involvement. 

SD thought it would be beneficial to standardise across the UK. CN was concerned that there was no 

requirement for HA inspectors to hold the same or equivalent qualification as they were the people 

enforcing it. ID commented that there was NO legal obligation on HA personnel to hold one and was 

completely voluntary.      

 

5.0 EToN6  

5.1 PW – following a well-attended and successful work shop held in South Wales in February and it was 

refreshing to see such a variety of personnel in attendance taking part in tests and trials and 

discussions. It was apparent that it was a good opportunity for learning on both sides on how things 

 

http://www.whauc.com/site/WHAUC%20March%202015/Copy%20of%20Apologies%20March%202015.pdf
http://www.whauc.com/site/WHAUC%20March%202015/Copy%20of%20Attend%20March%202015.pdf
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work and interact.  

A date for a North Wales event has been agreed for April/May 13
th

 July. Event slides and feedback 

comments will be circulated to the group after the North Wales event. All are welcome to attend.  

ID felt more use of this type of work shop event on a specific topic involving more operational staff, 

may be more beneficial than a general meeting format. PW also felt it was important to get NRSWA 

technicians/administrators together more often to learn from one another and succession planning. 

ID advised that the work done at these workshops would be fed back at a national level to HAUC and 

the EDG. 

SH mentioned the FOI request from Mike Jackson AM for planned roadwork’s information until the 

end of 2015 and SH thought Elgin should be the main source of this information. 

PW thanked AD for her assistance and testing with S58 data held on DCWW’s system where 

restrictions were falling off after the end date, DCWW were investigating with their provider as a 

system error and if LA’s could bear with them in the interim. They were willing to share data with LA’s 

to aid data cleansing. 

6.0 SROH V3 Wales  

6.1 The group has largely completed its review of the document and the group will meet later this month 

to finalise and prepare a draft document to submit to WG. When this process is complete and we have 

a final document, we will then prepare a consultation exercise. Once the consultation is complete, and 

subject to Welsh Government Ministerial approval, we will look for introduction in April 2016. As 

England are currently working on a version 4 SROH we will be speaking to Alan Rainford to see 

whether there is any value in Wales participating in that process and Wales skipping straight to V4 for 

England & Wales. The group will discuss with AR at their next meeting. 

 

 

 

MY/GB 

7.0 Updates from Welsh JAG & Welsh JUG  

7.1 ID – main issue from CSS JAG was that of Elgin, covered previously at Welsh HAUC for the possibility of 

an ‘All Wales’ project. Some difficulties have emerged, previously it was thought that there weren’t 

any other competitors but that apparently isn’t the case and raises some procurement issues. The 

funding of the public sector is proving challenging and spending on software is particularly difficult to 

justify in the current climate. The door is not closed by any means and a number of discussions are on-

going. MY explained that Elgin had approached CSS JAG with a proposal/pricing structure to supply 

every HA in Wales with their ‘Premium’ version of the software (which includes forward planning 

notices with full details) as WG only provide funding for the ‘Lite’ version to provide map based 

visibility of roadwork’s, the cost per HA quoted was still prohibitively high and collectively could not be 

progressed.  

PP commented that a lot of HA works were not noticed and therefore didn’t appear on Elgin and 

pressure should be applied to demonstrate parity. 

SE WHAUC has written to WG in support of the Elgin model and consideration should be given to 

support and enhance the services offered. 

SH queried the accuracy of the live traffic data. 

DC and SB from GeoPlace attended the last CSS JAG in February stressing the importance of ASD. GB 

queried the process for challenging road categories which has an impact on reinstatements. MJ(M) 

commented that as road cats are dependent on traffic flows and as traffic flows have increased 
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considerably since this was last visited, it could have a detrimental effect.    

7.2 PW – Welsh JUG discussed the membership various working groups, in particular the SROH national 

group, additionally which groups are Wales, England or England and Wales and had a schedule for 

those present to populate and update for accuracy. Training and accreditation sharing experiences 

from across the border understanding what that looked like to help with the fact-finding being 

undertaken in Wales. 

The group discussed the NSG data and the requirements for data storage, whether it was the same as 

other NRSWA requirements, some scrutiny of the CoP around this and all data is held by GeoPlace so 

the data is available if required in the longer term. 

Rescheduled future meeting dates to just prior to the next Welsh HAUC meetings.  

RE – The group spent some time on training and accreditation and wanted to ensure that any changes 

in Wales actually added value. 

MB – commented that Wales needs to consider what it actually wants from such an assessment.  

GB – commented that WWU had its own internal refresher training for its staff every five years with 

recognised City & Guilds modules but that is not recognised by SWQR. Utilities are not against 

reaccreditation but it has to add some value. 

ID – HA’s operated a similar training system to keep up with regulations. 

MY – advised that England were looking at drawing a definitive ‘line in the sand’ when it came to card 

renewals, if a card had not been renewed prior to the expiry date on the card, then the card holder 

would be required to re-sit the whole test again from scratch. This would require a regulation change 

but was one of the options being considered. 

RE – would like to see more HAUC workshop/road show type events being organised as these do add 

value and target those actually doing the job. 

GB – would like to see an abridged version of SROH for use by operatives that was easy to read and 

understand for the guys on the ground. MY advised that there was such a document some years ago in 

the Practical Guide to Street Works  HAUC (UK) is considering a revision to this. 

RE – commented that the DVD produced some years ago by South West England HAUC was extremely 

useful and was the type of initiative WHAUC should look to replicate. 

PW – asked what the next steps were and who was willing to take a lead? SD would look to 

incorporate some practical demonstrations at the North Wales HAUC Road Show in July. RE was willing 

to play a part. GB/MY already involved in SROH. 

SH – thought it wasn’t necessarily the best practice for ‘first time’ reinstatement in times of inclement 

weather conditions. GB thought there were all sorts of issues with going for interim reinstatements in 

terms of cost, time and quality.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SD/RE 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/4382/practicalguidetostreetworks.pdf
http://www.whauc.com/site/Reinstatement%20DVD.htm
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8.0 Presentation from Andy Griffiths – Instarmac – Soil Stabiliser (Perma-Soil) 

Link to presentation 

 

8.1 Questions; 

GB – asked what structural layers the product could be used in? AG – primarily the product is designed 

for use in the sub-base layers of footways to replace type 1 GSB. The product has been tested in all soil 

conditions; London clay etc. 

What is the largest area that the product can be used in? AG – product sold to a client who purchased 

25t for a private roadway trench as was more economical than importing new GSB. 

MY – if a reinstatement where Perma-soil has been used subsequently fails, can the product be used 

again in GSB that has it applied previously? AG – No, as the excavated material would not come out 

cleanly but in chunks, so clean material would need to be used. MY – reinforces the need for correct 

noticing of it use.  

GB – what is the approval status in Wales? PW three LA’s to date have agreed to its use. 

ID – Where is it used in England? Severn-Trent, BT contractors WPD but mainly the water industry. 

A trial is being organised with DCWW and full on-site training given. 

 

9.0 NSG Update  

9.1 ID gave NSG update of behalf of BL, scorecard submissions gradually improving with around nine LA’s 

contributing their data. ID will continue to encourage LA to contribute and the data will mean more 

with the more submissions received from Wales. Workshops have been held to raise the importance 

of ASD and improving the quality of this data.   

 

9.2 Streets Integration Project – NSG&ITN 

BL reported at the last meeting that this project has picked up considerable momentum and he was 

working with utilities and Local Highway Authority representation to understand requirements of 

street data. ID an evaluation product should be available shortly, but not clear at this state if it will be 

available for utility companies, GB thought it would be. 

 

9.3 ID had a meeting recently with the Gazetteer custodians for Wales recently which was quite positive 

and there was a lot of work going on to improve the quality of the data we all use. 
 

9.4 SH – queried how information of working near rail lines was handled, as working within 200m was 

contained on the ASD and SED’s. GB – as WWU was using Elgin and updating monthly they would look 

to access from there as it contained what they needed. 

SH also queried the data held against ‘heritage railways’ and are they on the NSG? MB thought some 

were listed but not gone as far as to link to streets.  

 

 LUNCH 13:00 Sponsored by Instarmac 

 

 

 

http://www.whauc.com/site/WHAUC%20March%202015/Welsh_HAUC_Permasoil.pdf
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10.0 Presentation from  – Mid & West Wales Fire Service – Rescue 365 Training  

10.1 Questions; SH – is the response to flooding issues different for businesses than for the public? No, they 

prioritise jobs as they come in. ID – is confined space training available for supervisors?  Currently 

assessing by demand.  

 

11.0 Steve Jones BT Openreach – NGB (Mid & North Wales)  

11.1 SJ – thanked Welsh HA’s for their co-operation in the roll-out of this programme. Scheme has been 

underway for over two-years now, currently two thirds completed but the final third was a little more 

challenging. A lot of cabinets have now been installed, looking at all-in-one cabinets with everything all 

in a single unit. Scheme currently progressing well. 

ID asked if there was anything to be aware of for the final third of works. SJ majority of works 

completed and now starting the reach the more rural locations. MY enquired whether micro-trenching 

was being considered as an option for these harder to reach communities. SJ using more mole-

ploughing in verges but not currently considering but remains an option but rather stay out of 

carriageways. 

ID commented about situations where BT customers had been misinformed regarding broadband 

availability in their areas because of HA’s not permitting installation works. Measures are being 

undertaken to address this within BT to reduce incidents such us this. SJ has dealt with a few AM/MP 

enquiries along these lines. 

CC experiencing a ‘scatter gun’ approach to wayleaves and enquiries being sent to wrong departments 

and being lost and should be directed to Peter Edwards in Corporate Property in Carmarthenshire.  

ID commented that perhaps surveyors have not always properly engaged with HA property/planning 

departments.     

 

11.2 MY asked following the recent announcement from Virgin Media of £3 billion investment programme, 

was any of this investment coming to Wales. RE thought that it depended on how Wales lobbied for 

the investment, currently VM predominantly operate along the M4 corridor and there are some areas 

they may want to expand to.  When more detail becomes available then VM will advise and inform 

with early engagement.       

 

12.0 Working Groups  

12.1 South East region co-ordination who have been exploring how greater use of the Elgin application can 

be utilised to assist in co-ordination and how to better handle S58s. PW advised that there had been 

no real updates from the last meeting but the group has written to WG to better understand where 

the opportunities lay with regard to technology based way forward in these areas. The feedback 

following the last NJUG meeting where the emphasis was very much on co-ordination.   

 

12.2 PW and many others found it difficult to keep track of who was participating in what working groups, 

be it regional, national, Welsh or English. A summary has been produced to simplify the process and 

who exactly is sitting on what group, the secretariat will circulate this summary sheet and would ask 

members to populate with what you believe is the correct information.   

 

MY/GB 

12.3 ID the HAUC defect guidance note is to be revisited and looking for volunteers to participate. This 

could well merge into inspections/fees and GB currently represents Wales on the utilities side but 

need a HA rep. 

ALL HA’s 

http://about.virginmedia.com/press-release/9467/virgin-media-and-liberty-global-announce-largest-investment-in-uks-internet-infrastructure-for-more-than-a-decade
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13.0 Guidance Notes  

13.1 Compounds & Containers/Winter Working/Return Path Comments 

Previously there had been some disagreement regarding the removal of the following: 

‘Notification 

Compounds will be noticed in accordance with the ‘Code of Practice for the Coordination of Street Works and Works for Road 

Purposes and Related Matters’, when placed on the public highway. Containers not sited directly within the area where work is 

taking place i.e. in an adjacent street each authority will have an individual mechanism to accommodate this (appropriate 

Highways Act licence).’  

ID had researched the issue and took the view that GB was correct in his interpretation with the ‘Co-

ord’ CoP (below) and is quite specific and accurately clarifies the situation.  

 ‘12.5 Storing Materials Works promoters and street authorities should take care to place materials so that they do not cause an 

obstruction to road users. This is especially important if the materials are stored away from the works site but still within the 

highway boundaries. Storage must be noticed if it is in a different street from the works site.’ 

CC still wanted engagement on potential location sites. GB agreed.  

Documents will be signed-off for next meeting following amendments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MY/GB 

14.0 Network Rail Electrification  

14.1 MB co-ordination meetings in South East Wales are being arranged with all affected HAs/SUs being 

invited to discuss and deliver the programme. MJ thought previous meetings had worked well. NR is 

planning greater use of S85 notices, have visited BCBC and SCC to discuss potential closure sites and 

advising stakeholders of these works. 

SH enquired whether all structures were being 360° modelled. MB assured that they were.  

 

15.0 HAUC (UK) Conference  

15.1 There will be no HAUC (UK) conference in 2015 and an event is being organised for 22
nd 

19
th

 April 2016 

at the Celtic Manor Resort in Newport. The next event will not be a traditional conference as such; a 

more interactive event is planned with discussion topics and individual delegate tables to discuss. MY 

would welcome contributions for possible discussion topics from the Welsh HAUC community.  

 

16.0 Welsh HAUC Charter & Business Plan  

16.1 This has now been refined since this was shown to the group at the last meeting in October, 

unfortunately the document hasn’t been circulated prior to this meeting so unable to discuss further. 

This will now be circulated for comments and discussion at the June meeting. 

 

16.2 PW made a commitment to utilise all the hard work and effort invested in the Street Works Strategy 

and thought it was too good a piece of work not to use in some way.    
 

17.0 Welsh Government & Regional Updates  

17.1 BB - Safety Code; DfT are compiling a list of FAQ’s for their website and are very keen to have a 

definitive list available. WG and Scotland are in discussions over wording and only wish to have one set 

of questions and BB will notify when the link becomes available. 
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17.2 Cycle Racing Regulations, these have been discussed previously and these are coming into force on the 

7
th

 April and HA’s need to consider and familiarise themselves with, in summary these place the onus 

on event organisers for RAMs and opens things up for larger scale events (500+). Link    

Query was raised at North Wales HAUC regarding Motor Racing Regulations which were compiled by 

DfT in 2014 and were adopted by WG, with the governing body being the Motor Sports Association 

when previously it was the RAC. Link  

 

17.3 Active Travel Bill – This was passed by WG in 2014 and places the onus on LA’s to map all their cycling 

and walking routes as ‘active travel routes’ and that the exercise has to be completed by September 

2015 for phase I approval. Phase II will be to develop these into a network of ‘active travel routes’ and 

slightly different from that previously promoted by SUSTRANDS. The implications that some routes 

that need to be worked on will be ‘active travel routes’ and everyone need to be aware of the term; it 

won’t result in additional restrictions or carry any special status. HA’s may wish to include these routes 

on their ASD. 

MJ(m) enquired whether these needed to be flagged as TSRs? BB wasn’t sure, currently the only task 

WG had asked for was for them to be identified, and he didn’t think TSR status needed to be applied. 

ID suggested raising the issues with GeoPlace at WG’s next meeting with them. 

MJ(m) raised the issue of organisers not making proposed routes available to HA’s at an early stage to 

help in co-ordination and asked if BB could take back to WG.  

 

17.4 Elgin, MY came to WG a few weeks ago to provide a demo of the Traffic Wales element of 

roadworks.org. Elgin has done some work on a Welsh language element for Traffic Wales, but WG are 

in discussions over cost. It’s worth noting that only the portal would be available in Welsh, the actual 

notice information in EToN would remain in English as it’s not possible to convert that.  

 

17.5 The WG trunk road embargo letter was published yesterday and is available on the Welsh HAUC 

website. WG Embargo Letter 
 

17.6 Public Accounts Committee; yesterday Link to transcript the two heads of the Welsh Trunk Road 

Agents were questioned by this committee, they faced a range of questions and the emphasis was 

very much on the co-ordination of road and street works and the procedures and mechanisms around 

that. The perception to this committee was that the process wasn’t working as well as it should and 

they gave some examples of two apparent failures in the North (sound proof barriers A55) and South 

Wales (works in Morriston M4/A48). 

The Chair (Darren Miller AM) asked a direct question to the two trunk road heads, “Do all HA’s and 

SU’s actually attend these co-ordination meetings?” As a group we need to ensure we have 

appropriate personnel in attendance at co-ordination meetings.  

PW asked was there scope to promote a map based co-ordination tool, MY confirmed that there was 

and Elgin was mentioned by the committee.  

ID highlighted that co-ordination was being looked at nationally (Oliver Letwin MP) and clearly on the 

political agenda.   

 

17.7 Regional Reports  

17.7a South East HAUC  

17.7b South West HAUC  

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/233313/120801-appendix-a.PDF
http://www.whauc.com/site/WHAUC%20March%202015/ConDoc_V9_26_February_FINAL.pdf
http://www.whauc.com/site/WG%20Docs/Embargo%202015%20(2).pdf
http://www.senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s37429/3%20March%202015.pdf
http://www.whauc.com/site/WHAUC%20March%202015/Regional%20Reports/2015_02_06%20SE%20WHAUC%20report%20from%20Fri%206th%20Feb%202015.pdf
http://www.whauc.com/site/WHAUC%20March%202015/Regional%20Reports/South%20West%20Regional%20Report%20for%20WHAUC%20Feb%2015%20Meet.pdf
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17.7c North Wales HAUC  

18.0 Matters Arising & Minutes of Last Meeting - 29th October 2014  

(Any corrections should have been notified in advance to today’s meeting though none received) 

Some corrections and amendments identified below, meeting minutes agreed as a true record. Link to 

document 

 

18.1 CN raised?  

18.2 (3.1) BB commented that NMWTRA had produced a document on carrying out cyclic maintenance works with slow moving 

vehicles on two-lane carriageways and complying with the Code, the document does only apply to trunk roads but BB is happy to 

share and circulate if of interest to HA’s or SU’s. BB to forward to MY to circulate. Link to document 

Completed. 

 

18.3 (3.1) GB enquired whether the use of the ‘temporary obstruction’ sign in the footway requires HA authorisation before use and 

rather than approach on a ‘job by job’ basis, whether a general/blanket agreement could be reached across HA’s in Wales for its 

use for a trial period. Link to page in Code 

GB to formulate a proposal on how authorisation might be taken forward. GB to circulate with these 

minutes. Link not available as yet  

 

18.4 (3.1) MB commented that NR had experienced issues with signing around level crossings and consultation. PW asked if MB could 

circulate the process and contact details and what is expected.  

MB to compile a guide internally within NR for managers and will share once finalised. Link not 

available as yet 

 

18.5 (3.1) ID pointed out that a recent coroner’s report made reference to, and very much focused on that type of issue in the Code.  

ID wished to point out this coroner’s report made reference to Street Works SLG rather than an issue 

related to beacons. No transcript of report available as yet. 

 

18.6 (5.1) MO(P) asked was Welsh HAUC going to create an EToN6 strategy group, MJ(M) requested a remit for the group so he could 

assign appropriate personnel. The offer would also be extended to software providers. The group would gather information and 

concerns, consider the questions and report back. ID thought the starting point would be the S81 process.  

Superseded by recent DCWW workshops, feedback to be forwarded to EDG/HAUC (UK). 

 

18.7 (9.1) PW advised that general feedback from HAUC conference and directly from PC and AS that HA’s are encouraged to submit 

their data and there was real value in the reports produced. There have been some submissions from Wales but not many. AS & 

PC have asked to revisit WHAUC and update us on current position and answer and queries. 

Should read; ‘unless we participate then there wouldn’t be much value in the data’.  

 

18.8 (14.1) MB gave a progress update, programmes being devised and in liaison with NCC & CCC. Work underway to ascertain what 

Utility OD files to send S85's to. Co-ordination meetings to be arranged for impacted HA’s and utilities. MB will provide the group 

with new project team structure when this becomes available. DH enquired whether funding had been secured to take 

electrification to Swansea, MB advised that currently funding was only in place to take it to Cardiff.  

On-going action to circulate contact details for project teams as soon as they are known, possibly held 

on Welsh HAUC website. 

 

 

MB 

18.9 (16.3) (6.8.1) Stand Pipe Issues PW highlighted the issues being experienced by illegal stand pipe use and how it compromised 

water quality as a result new lids that can be accessed only by DCWW, authorised users and the fire service have been procured. 

Backlog in payments for hires of these standpipes. SD enquired if there was a policy, PW confirmed there was, ID asked if the 

policy could be shared, PW would make enquiries. 

 

http://www.whauc.com/site/WHAUC%20March%202015/Regional%20Reports/NMWHAUC%20regional%20report%20March%2018TH%202015.pdf
http://www.whauc.com/site/WHAUC_Oct_14/WHAUC_Minutes_October_14_1st_Draft.pdf
http://www.whauc.com/site/WHAUC_Oct_14/WHAUC_Minutes_October_14_1st_Draft.pdf
http://www.whauc.com/site/WHAUC%20Oct%2014/ACOP%20Chapter%208%20Implementation%20document%20Oct%202014.pdf
../AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/578UBXW0/Fway%20Closure.JPG
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PW problem on-going with the illegal use of these contaminating water. 

DCWW policy widely shared to date and only South East HAUC remains. A letter to be sent by DCWW 

CEO to all LA CEO’s to reinforce the point and assist HA Street Works colleagues. 

18.10 (16.8) (20.5) Notification of Remedial Works DH highlighted issues with slow set material being used by WWU washing out, 

plugging holes in reinstatement trenches with no notice and advised that it is ‘mobile works’. AC advised that this was raised at 

the last SW HAUC. GB commented that no excavation was taking place but acknowledged that the HA should be advised of 

activity. SB advised that this is addressed in EToN6, this activity was not necessarily a registerable. DH said visiting site was the 

only way to know it’s been done. DH was sending S72 defects for this.GB to get back to DH with a process. GB advised that he 

had been discussing this with DH over the last few days and the issues were - had the defect rectified, and the other was did 

these works constitute notice. The solution was available via EToN6 ID asked if it could be noted to close off at the next meeting. 

ID query answered at last South West Wales HAUC meeting and attempt to put guidance of the website as an FAQ. 

Now an FAQ on the Welsh HAUC website. Link 

 

18.11 (17.4) Issues with diversionary works in Gwynedd, the OR contact for North Wales who dealt with diversions of apparatus has 

now retired. HA’s are now having to deal with OR’s Shrewsbury office which is causing issues due to of processing delays and 

they seem to be overwhelmed and have resource issues. OR requested to investigate as having an impact on works. 

Is SJ aware of a new contact being established following the retirement of usual contact? SJ not aware.   

 

19.0 AOB  

19.1 Metal Theft  

PW raised that BB had forwarded a Highways Agency document to the South East HAUC group which 

illustrated how the HA was reporting and collating information on such thefts. PW wished to raise it 

and gauge if there was anything Welsh HAUC could do and how effective it would be. 

ID commented that such thefts largely occurred in more isolated parts of their area and had 

considered using composite covers to combat. 

AJ commented that since new regulations came into force where scrap metal merchants could not 

now pay cash for such items, there had been a reduction in incidents and thefts. Link to document 

 

19.2 SH raised an issue where a utility has raised several different notices, in the past if multiple notices 

were received from a single utility then they generally let the utility company concerned sort the co-

ordination because they were only conflicting with their own works, does everyone take this 

approach? 

PW thought it could be an issue if ‘clean’ and ‘waste’. 

GB preferred to be treated as a potential conflict.   

 

19.3 SH issue with a shared pole between WPD and BT, can S81s apply to overhead apparatus? 

SB commented that it depended what the issue was, if a power line had come down that would be an 

emergency through their call centre. Non-emergencies can be communicated via the S81 process but 

WPD would reserve the right not to action if it didn’t feel it appropriate particularly with over-head 

apparatus. 

AD wanted to receive a comment to acknowledge whether it will be dealt with or not. 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/118018/scrap-metal-guidance.pdf
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19.4 Phil Jones announced that this would be his final Welsh HAUC meeting as he was moving on in the 

business. As soon as a replacement is identified then the details will be made known. 

The Chairs and group thanked Phil for his contributions and wished him the best for the future.  

 

20.0 Date and Venue of next meeting:  

Wednesday, 24th June 2015 – Venue - Mid Wales Fire & Rescue HQ – Llandrindod Wells 

All previous minutes, presentations and other general information can be found on the Welsh HAUC 

website www.whauc.com 

 

   
 

http://www.whauc.com/

